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Abstract

In times of increasing skills shortage, regions and particularly non-core regions, need to attract highly-skilled workers. It is better for these regions to (re)-attract highly-skilled workers that gained knowledge and contacts elsewhere and because they once lived in the region for study have already ties to the university region than trying to attract outsiders without such ties. In general, social networks can contribute to nurturing a “warm place” perception among potential workers. This paper looks at special kinds of social networks. It focuses on higher education alumni networks and discusses their role in retention and (re)-attraction for increasing the highly skilled workforce in their university regions. Being part of a university community means that alumni networks are able to maintain continuous contact with their alumni and have a positive effect on students remaining in the region. This can occur through co-operation with the regional economy. However, the current study found that the analysed alumni networks were set up primarily as communication instruments for graduates and alumni and not for regional economy purposes. If elements of retention and (re)-attraction are found in the network activities, this is more an unintentional side effect than a purposeful attempt to contribute to the regional economy. This paper argues that alumni networks could take on such a retention and (re)-attraction function if they broadened their scope of activities and reorganized their management structure. Alumni networks are an untapped potential, which can be activated for regional purposes.
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1. Introduction

This paper is an explorative descriptive study into the goals, structure and function of so-called alumni networks. Alumni, as regarded in that paper, are graduates of higher educational institutions. But also former employees and associates of universities or similar educational institutions can be considered as alumni (Rohlmann & Wömpener, 2009; alumni-clubs.net). The term alumnus is known from Latin. The exact translation of alumnus means fellow, companion or pupil. At one time it was used in the context of church education institutes (Niebergall, 2007). History shows that alumni networks are about 200 years old and were fixed at the first graduates’ meeting in Yale. Primary American universities formed the term alumni in the sense of how it is used today (Rohlmann & Wömpener 2009). There still is a lack of empirical research into the goals, structure and function of alumni networks in the northwest European context (Rohlmann & Wömpener 2009). This paper wants to explore a particular potential function of alumni networks, namely the role alumni networks can play in brain circulation and return migration. Under brain flow this paper defines a natural phenomenon of highly-skilled human capital moving from one country or region to another. Brain circulation describes the highly-skilled workers migration and subsequently (re)-migration processes between two or even more regions including passing national borders. It is a brain flow from one country or region to another, where the brains return after a certain amount of time. In contrast to knowledge transfer, brain circulation describes the de facto movement of persons between several regions. Knowledge transfer concerns the transfer of knowledge in possession of highly-skilled workers from one region to another through migration processes. This paper defines the term region in the sense of NUTS2 (statistic regions). Research shows that people who once lived in a
specific region for instance to study, will have (stronger) ties to their place of birth or place of study, and are more willing to move back to their study or birth region for a job, than people who are completely unfamiliar with a region (Sméulders & Latten, 2009). As Hospers (2010, p. 188) formulates “(...) keeping existing customers is more profitable than acquiring new ones”. These ties to a region are not only built on the personal experiences of living there but also on established networks and interconnection with people in this region. In that context a special meaning is assigned to migration networks (Andrews, 2012; Lowe et al., 2012; Pries, 2001a). These are, to a great extent, responsible for migrants’ choice of staying, leaving or returning to a region. This paper discusses that such a return mechanism not only depends on “warm place” feelings (positive experiences connected to a specific region) but also on social networks that cultivate the ties with the region. And that “warm place” feelings and “warm ties” in itself are normally not a sufficient reason to return to a region, but that there also needs to be an established communication about opportunities in the region for returnees and networks, which support the decision of a return.

Given the argumentation above, this paper asks the following questions:

1) What is the relation between brain flows and alumni?
2) Under what conditions can alumni networks supply to the retention and (re)-attraction of alumni in a particular region?
3) What is the present form and function of the studied alumni networks in northwest Europe and do they fulfil the formulated conditions?

1.1 Brain Flows and Alumni

1.1.1 Alumni as Carriers of Knowledge

University alumni are a potential source of high educated staying or coming to a region. Regions and their economies strongly depend on skilled employees because they are recognized as the carriers of knowledge (Trippl & Maier, 2007). “In innovation systems competence and human capital as a whole are important resources.” (Seppänen, 2008, p. 10). A strong pool of human capital is the main competitive factor for each region (Growe, 2009; Hessler, 2008). Highly-skilled workers dispose of unique knowledge which foremost is required in high technology and knowledge-based sectors. Therefore, the success of regional economies depends on the quantity, but even more strongly, on the quality of human capital, which is mainly available in the form of talented and aspiring workers (Champion, 2012; Florida, 2008). Talent contributes to regional performance in the form of: (1) knowledge generation, (2) knowledge exploitation and (3) knowledge exchange. In addition, the continuous inflow of external knowledge is an essential precondition for regions’ competitiveness (Martin & Sunley, 2006; Malmberg & Power, 2005; Butzin, 2000). Labour migration is the main source for absorbing external knowledge (Faggian & McCann, 2008). Following these lines, Brain Flow is a normal occurrence, which describes the mobility of highly-skilled workers. Through moving across regions, the highly-skilled may contribute to regional innovation systems and can be even seen as innovators (Pries, 2011). Thus, the importance of highly-skilled workers to regional economic and social growth cannot be denied (Danzer & Ulku, 2011; Saxenian, 2006; Cessarino, 2004; King, 1978).

1.1.2 Alumni as Re-Migrants

Regions profit from migrants or mobile people coming to a region and sharing their external knowledge (Klagge & Klein-Hitpaa, 2010; Saxenian, 2006). An outflow of graduates can be regarded as a positive phenomenon if they acquire competences, experiences and contacts elsewhere and actual return at some moment in their life to their domestic or study region and make there a contribution. Brain drain in terms of people leaving a region is not a problem in itself (Coenen & Fikkers, 2010). But if a region lists a higher outflow of skilled people and a lower inflow from elsewhere regions run the risk of imbalance, if a shortage of skilled people is created. In such a case, the region loses competencies (Stark & Byra, 2012; Stark, 2005), which can lead to social and economic disadvantages. Regions with high brain drain levels report loss of knowledge, a reduction in purchasing power and the absence of cultural activities (Wagner et al., 2013; Malecki, 2011). Surveys have shown (Stockhorst, 2011) that brain drain particularly affects less attractive non-core regions such as border and/or peripheral regions. This paper understands non-core regions as regions that are not considered to be one of the more important economic regions in their country. The case regions analysed for this publication were also border regions, being relatively close to a neighbouring country.

For these non-core regions finding a balance between outmigration and immigration might be a problem and the attraction of highly-skilled workers is a challenge due to their specific regional socio-economic and geographical characteristics. Highly-skilled workers may assume that desirable jobs are found mostly in metropolitan areas.
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therefore contain social capital. They thrive on relationships and are built on the fact that members share commonalities. Social networks are motivated by emotions, but also by expected benefits. The described emotions can be influenced during the time of their study. Literally spoken if a warm and positive feeling about the network is transferred and a kind of return investment is given, alumni relations can flourish through binding students to the university and even the region. Hence, the success of social networks, and in this special case of alumni networks, depends on the input level of individual members and the social capital as added value for each single network member (Boshuizen, 2009; Castells, 2008; Granovetter, 1973). Members’ commitment depends on (1) the benefit members expect from the network participation and (2) the level of the connectivity to the network. According to both determinants, members of alumni networks weigh up what they can bring and what they can get in return or what they have already received. When deciding whether to join a network, alumni consider the services they will receive from the university and if they will improve their career opportunities. Therefore, the level of commitment of the alumni depends to a large extent on how they rate the quality of their higher education, their assessment of how well they were prepared for their career and what positive influences were exerted by individuals at the faculty (Weerts et al., 2009). So potentially alumni networks as social networks can contribute to (1) creating a warm feeling which binds students emotionally to the alma mater and university region and by (2) informing the later alumni (wherever in the world they are) about the latest university developments as well as economic developments in the domestic regions or former study regions.

1.3.1 The Function of Alumni Networks for Universities

1.3.1.1 The Friend- and Fundraising Function

Alumni networks are an old idea. In the 1920s (Niebergall, 2007) alumni organisations were originated in America at the private higher education institutes. Following, public universities used alumni mainly in terms of financial manners. There is a strong commitment of American students and alumni for their alma mater. This can be put down to a different education system as Niebergall (2007) presents. Public higher universities employed the concept of alumni according to the motto: building a relationship to students not only for the years of study but rather for a lifetime brings lifelong benefits to both—the university and the alumni. Professional alumni networks and alumni relations remain part of each American private and public higher education institution. To understand the commitment of American students and alumni for their alma mater means to look behind the scenes of American donating, associating and higher education culture. This extremely differs from the European higher education culture. In contrast to numerous European higher education systems, the American system is intensely supported by funding instruments and students’ fees. These funding instruments rely on students’ and graduates’ “friend-raising”, fundraising and sponsoring activities. American universities understand their calling in a different perspective to most of those in Europe.

They regard themselves not only as higher education institutions - even if the quality of study is one of the main factors for alumni to be proud of their alma mater - but as service providers. Enrolling to study involves obtaining a wide range of educational, cultural and social activities (Stifterverband, 2000). Therefore going to a university means going for a certain future way of life that will be designed by the educational image and activities provided by the university. Moreover, the choice of university is heavily influence by its alumni. Who the alumni are or have become and whether their private and working lives are proceeding in a positive way, impacts on visions of the future held by university students who want to follow a similar route and who share the same alma mater. American universities wish their students and alumni to take an active part in their universities’ strategic and daily business both during and after their studies. Alumni adhere to the concept of giving something back to their alma mater, in the sense of investment return. They are part of the university advisory board before and after graduation. They give lectures, provide job opportunities for students and graduates, establish their careers, act as ambassadors or prominent university alumni through advertisement, acquire new students, act as mentors and give financial support to the university (Weerts et al., 2010).

1.3.1.2 Alumni Networks as Competitive Factors in the Global Education Market

At European universities, the importance of alumni and alumni networks began in the 1980s and was mainly driven by international and global pressure on universities to stay competitive and attractive. (Rohlmann & Wömpert, 2009; Niebergall, 2007). Later in the 1990s, alumni became an active part of universities as their roles changed from knowledge generators and producers to knowledge providers. These effects were later enhanced by new media including E-Learning, faster communication and increased student mobility within the European Union (EU). Over time, the role of alumni and alumni networks seems to have been under constant change. Up until 2000 there were only a few publications on the broader topic of alumni in Europe (see Stifterverband 2000). Later there were several publications, which looked at the role of alumni networks in the
context of overall university strategies and the alumni role being used as a financing instrument. (McDearmon, 2011; Rohlmann & Wömpener, 2009; Weerts et al. 2009; Sung & Yang, 2008; Niebergall, 2007). Set against this background, it would seem that alumni networks are an innovative idea for new European university structures. In the last few years, alumni networks have attracted more interest in public discussion brought about by the switch of several European higher education systems. Under the pressure to stay attractive and competitive, already in the 1980s first university changes appeared creating a new university profile. The new profile was an opening up process of European universities running parallel with a decline of public funds in some EU states. At the time alumni networks were identified as a competitive factor and further financial source.

1.3.2 The Function of Alumni Networks for Regions

1.3.2.1 Alumni Networks Contributing to Knowledge Transfer and Their Possible Ambassador Function

The supposed third mission of European universities (Sá, 2010; Wolfe, 2005; Bennworth & Hospers, 2007) implies a transformation. The universities once regarded as knowledge generator expanded their role to knowledge (service) providers. In that process a strong cooperation with regions in form of their economies, policy makers and further regional authorities was demanded. In this way, alumni are welcoming instruments, supplying to the new mission of universities. Doing so, they can also contribute to regional development. Alumni who remain in the regional labour market may act as a conjunction between universities, companies and public institutions. Inducted alliances between the economy and research can promote knowledge spill over from universities to the region. This again may raise the regional knowledge base. Successful alumni affairs can provide universities with an enhanced reputation and image, which is a positive effect when regarding the universities’ competitiveness. Furthermore, if alumni inhabit influential positions in businesses or public organisations, maintaining strategic contact can result in good representatives for universities. Overtaking guest lecture, agency for internships or research projects, alumni deliver students with insights into working life. This can even possibly lead to the opening of new doors for students and graduates. Alumni, who after their graduation still are in touch with their alma mater and share a positive feeling based on positive experiences made in the region during their stay can develop into advantages for the university itself and the region. Especially in case of first living the region for a while, they can overtake an ambassador function for the university as well as the region. What is the ambassador function of alumni? Leaving the region, after a successful time of study, alumni can recommend their alma mater and the region of study to people and foremost potential students. Being themselves “successful” in life and career can be used as a marketing instrument and argument for potential student to follow the way and enrol to the same university in the same region, as their forerunner once did. Financial resources that can be generated through alumni donations or contributions must also be considered. But, the success of possible alumni contribution always depends on the input level made by individual members within their relationship with their alma mater.

1.3.2.2 Return Migration Function

As discussed above alumni networks can contribute to return migration alumni that have lived in a specific region might have a “warm place” feeling about the region they graduated in and therefore might be more eager to return. Conditions is that these alumni through the alumni network communication channels are informed about the developments and opportunities in the region

1.4 Condition for Alumni Networks to Contribute to Retention and (Re)-Attraction

The answer to our first question, what is the relation between brain flows and alumni, leads us to our second question. Under what conditions can alumni networks contribute to the retention and (re)-attraction of alumni in a particular region? From the discussion above for alumni networks to contribute to retention and (re)-attraction activities, three conditions have to be considered:

1) They need to be a social network

2) They need to have the intention to use the alumni communication channels for the region

3) They need to actively pursue through activities in the network the retention or (re)-attraction of alumni

Ad 1 If an alumni network only offers services to its members and does not stimulate the emotionally binding it will only limitedly be able to contribute to retention and (re)-attraction.

Ad 2 If an alumni network serves the sole purpose of keeping contact between student and alma mater and abstracts completely from the university region, than there is no basis to contribute to retention and (re)-attraction.

Ad 3 Through activities within the network the choice of alumni network members to stay or return can be
influenced. Here we can learn from migration networks, which like alumni networks are social networks. Migration networks can be described as personal networks, mainly consisting of family members or closely related persons originating from the same domestic region (Pries, 2001b). Migration networks influence the decision of migrants because they function as door openers for the arrival region, helping migrants to enter to local society and labour markets. Moreover, migration networks are known as transnational (Schmiz, 2011) exchange platforms of economic, symbolic, social and cultural capital (Bourdieu, 1983). Due to new communication technology and faster mobility between regions, migration networks seem to be becoming stronger as the out-migrated and migration networks exchange becomes more constant thereby enabling transnational living spaces to occur and develop freely. So communication about opportunities, welcoming culture and “what to be found” in the migration region is crucial for the migration patterns. Similar alumni networks can open doors to the region of origin and influence students’ choice on staying in the region after graduation or later, as alumni, to choose whether to return. But this needs activities that also bring the region and its opportunities under constant attention of the alumni.

2. Method

The empirical material is taken from the sub-project “BRAND–Border Regions Alumni Network Development”, as part of the INTERREG IVC Mini Program “Brain Flow”. It follows an embedded case design. The unit of analysis is university alumni networks in five countries, the Netherlands (NL), Germany (North Rhine Westphalia) (NRW/GE), Norway (NO), Sweden (SE) and Switzerland (CH). Given its size and its influence on higher education policy, this paper considers the German Federal State of North Rhine-Westphalia comparable to the other nation states.

In-depth case studies in the aforementioned countries were accomplished in five specific border regions such as Hedmark (NO), Värmland (SE), Münsterland and the Ruhr Area in North Rhine-Westphalia and NRW (GE), Overijssel (NL) and Basel (CH). It was expected that the context of the in-depth case studies would be more similar than taking random alumni networks from the whole of these countries. The first research step was to look into the context of the border regions, to consider regional migration patterns and find possible motives for the demand and outflow of highly-skilled workers. In addition, the project looked into overall regional facts such as numbers of inhabitants and the size and infrastructure of regions. It also characterized regional education systems including regional universities and their interplay with regional economy. The goal of the 13 in-depth case studies was, against the background of their regional context, to explore the function, form and activities of alumni networks. To obtain a broader overview of the alumni networks’ scope of activities, the analysis has chosen different networks according to their affiliation, life cycles and organizational and regional origin.

Table 1. In-depth case studies categorized according to their organizational and regional origin

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University Alumni Network</th>
<th>Alumni of University of Applied Sciences</th>
<th>University Faculty Alumni Network</th>
<th>Umbrella Alumni Network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North Rhine-Westphalia Germany</td>
<td>XXX</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overijssel Netherlands</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>XX</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Värmland Sweden</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region Basiliens Swiss</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedmark Norway</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A standardized questionnaire addressed to alumni network managers were used for face-to-face interviews in the in-depth case studies and desk research on these networks was accomplished. To gain further insight into what alumni networks do and how they are organized, a complementary web survey was added to the eleven alumni network case studies of the five border regions. The web survey focused on the same countries: The Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland and the German Federal State of North Rhine Westphalia, but the web survey sample was taken from universities in all regions in these countries not just the border regions. The web survey
The empirical analysis of the network serves to answer the third question in this paper; what is the present form and function of the studied alumni networks, is answered with the network description from the case studies and the web survey. In the in-depth case studies, analysis was made with the help of interviews and documents, analysis characteristics such as year of founding, their initiators, number of members enrolled and their structure. Further questions with regard to alumni network membership structure, finances in terms of funding, fundraising, sponsoring or members’ fees, as well as organizational structure including full-time equivalences, were asked in order to assess the level of professionalization of networks. The alumni network managers were also asked about the networks’ scope of activities and whom the activities were targeted at. Given this papers interest in the role of alumni networks in retention and (re)-attraction instruments, the questions asked were focused particularly on the networks’ information and communication activities with regard to their individual regions. A further question was whether networks informed alumni (including those abroad) about regional news, events, economy structure, companies and job offers and if the networks already had binding instruments and activities. The case study and the web survey provided complementary information. Whereas it is difficult to generalize the description of the in-depth case studies to a larger population, the web survey information lacks detail. Based on the results of the in-depth case studies, the web survey was used to look at three groups of alumni networks characteristics:

- Organizational structure
- Network activities
- Network goals

The in-depth-case studies were used to select characteristics and to operationalize categories for the web survey. For organizational structure it looked at the same characteristics of the network as used in the in-depth case studies such as number of members enrolled, alumni network membership structure, finances in terms of funding, fundraising, sponsoring or members’ fees, as well as organizational structure. Detailed information on characteristics such as initiators or full-time equivalences of the alumni organizations were difficult to obtain in the web survey.

The survey regarded the available information on networks’ scopes of activities for descriptions of the activities and at whom the activities were targeted. The general activities for the web survey were designated six categories based on the overview of activities in the in-depth case studies; namely, running a webpage, offering social network or exchange possibilities, offering forms of education or courses to alumni, distributing newsletters and special magazines and an overflow category for other activities. For the overview of the goals of the network for the alumni networks, the analysis looked into the formulation of the mission, goals and tasks of the networks as published on their websites. On the basis of the in-depth case studies the goals concerning the (1) promotion of the university for future students, (2) finding future staff for the university, (3) maintaining contact and fundraising and (4) promotion of the region were considered as separate goals.

3. Results

3.1 Organizational Structure

The in-depth case studies show a low level of alumni network professionalization. With regard to management capacity, the number of employees and the full-time equivalence within the analysed networks was in generally low. Alumni networks are often led and controlled by one part-time manager although the umbrella organization CH.AN, which includes all Swiss universities of applied science, has 17 employees, of whom 10 work full-time. Only a few alumni have an official board. Staff numbers depend on funding and size of the network. The eleven case studies showed that only three networks use a fee model and that member fees represent a relatively small
proportion of an alumni network’s funds.  
On the basis of the web survey, an attempt was made to trace whether fees financed networks or whether there was basic funding from the university. The type of funding is important for ways of looking at a network and also looking at the way universities can use networks. In line with the case studies in the “overall university network” sample, funding came from universities in two thirds of the networks. It is difficult from the web survey to trace the exact types of funding within the universities and there seem to be several mixed forms, but clearly, university funding dominates (more than half) followed by membership fees (about a third). This concurs with the basic university funding of the networks. Basic university funding has consequences for membership. In some cases, all graduates become members automatically or all graduates are expected to become members. As far as it could be found, network numbers varied greatly; the smallest network comprising of 1300 members and the largest of 95000. This of course depends on the size of the university and how long the university and the network have been in existence. The inventory of the faculty or education program networks indicates that they may be significantly less formally structured and financed as well as being likely to be part of the overall university alumni network. In nearly all of the studies, in networks where detailed information on organizational structure was found, there was a subdivision in alumni groups or chapters, faculty and education networks.

In relation to university funding, a wide variety of organizational units were found which were responsible for alumni policies and contacts:

- Alumni offices and bureaus;
- General university communication, marketing and external relation offices;
- Student and career services;
- General university and faculty administration units

3.2 Network Activities

3.2.1 General Activities

The case studies showed a significant similarity among the activities of the networks even when there was a notable difference in size and intensity of the activities. Based on the in-depth case studies, the network activities in the web survey were divided into six categories. The overview (Fig. 1) of the “overall alumni networks” confirms that the general activities of the analysed alumni networks are very similar. Nearly all networks have a webpage and a large majority offers a newsletter, has possibilities for social networking or exchange platforms and provides some form of education or courses for the alumni or a members’ magazine. The same similarities exist between faculty networks.

![Figure 1. Percentage of the general alumni networks that perform a certain activity (column chart)](image)

Note. Sample size: 47 general alumni networks

Source: 2012 BRAND website survey
Questions about the networks’ information and communication activities were focused with regard to the regions. One of the questions asked was whether networks inform alumni (including those living abroad) about regional news, events, economy structure, companies and their job offers.

3.2.2 Retention Activities

In this research study the specific interest lied in the activities of alumni networks in relation to retention and (re)-attraction. Not all retention or (re)-attraction activities carried out by alumni networks are carried out with the prime purpose of retention or (re)-attraction. Even so, they may still fulfil the possibility of graduates staying, or to consider staying, in the study region or for alumni to return, or to consider returning, to the study region. Alumni networks do have an influence on retention even if it is not intentional. Fig. 2 shows that many alumni networks organize activities, which, although not intended as retention strategies, can be used as retention activities especially when the activities show the students or graduates career possibilities in the university region. From the web survey it is difficult to determine if activities such as career or information days or field trips for students concern only career opportunities in the university home region and/or also bring students in contact with career possibilities outside the university region. However, organizing these activities offers up opportunities for improved graduate-university region linking.

![Figure 2. Percentage of the general alumni network that perform certain retention related activities (column chart)](chart)

**Note.** Sample size: 47 general alumni networks

Source: 2012 BRAND website survey

3.2.3 (Re)-Attraction Activities

What holds for retention activities is also true for (re)-attraction activities. Not all alumni networks (re)-attraction activities are intentional but they increase the likelihood of alumni returning, or of considering a return, to the study region. Alumni networks do have an influence on (re)-attraction even if it is not their primary purpose. Fig. 3 shows that although many activities organized by alumni networks were not originally intended as (re)-attraction activities, they could in fact be used as such.

Affording a “warm place” feeling is much more important in (re)-attraction activities than in activities designed to foster retention. In the case of retention, it might just be a job offer at the university, which convinces a graduate to stay in the region. With (re)-attraction the “warm feeling” of the alumni for the particular study region is also addressed. Job offers are also a very effective pull factor for alumni. Keeping in touch through homecoming events, summer schools and student teacher exchanges can also cultivate the feeling of a possible future return but are not such concrete pull factors. However, they can be used to form a basis that concrete (re)-attraction activities can be built on.
Figure 3. Percentage of the general alumni network that perform certain re-attraction related activities (column chart)

Note. Sample size: 47 general alumni networks
Source: 2012 BRAND website survey.

3.3 Goals
As stated above, it is possible for alumni networks to contribute to the retention of graduates and to (re)-attraction activities, even if these were not primary intentions. To discover to what extent retention and (re)-attraction activities were intentionally organized the web survey analysed mission statements and alumni network goals and tasks as formulated in the (web page) published information. In Fig. 4 the goals of the alumni networks were classified into four categories. From the survey it is clear that the networks have much broader goals than just keeping in touch with their alumni; they also require their contacts to serve a purpose. The acquisition of new students by alumni is an important goal. Alumni are potentially important promoters or ambassadors for universities and university home regions. Every contact made has the potential to lead resources to the universities. In the western European universities context, direct funding is less an issue than in the Anglo Saxon universities, although making contacts with industry could result in direct funding. Potentially recruiting university staff from alumni seems to be an important motivation for keeping alumni networks.

Maintaining contact can also mean promotion of the region by providing information on regional activities. The regional function means that through the networks’ regional information and communication activities, alumni (including those abroad) are informed about regional news, events, economy structure, companies and job offers.
The specific goal of gaining resources for the universities region was also examined. If alumni networks initiated exchanges, homecoming events or internships, they were seen to be bringing in knowledge from outside the region and it was said that they were contributing to a knowledge spill over effect. Remaining in close contact with graduates and alumni contributes to human capital and workforce in the university region and is seen by many alumni networks as a task. Remaining in contact can also mean promoting the region and providing information at regional activities.

Although the number of the sample divided over the five countries is too small, a closer look was taken at the elements of alumni network goals and these were compared between the different countries. Although the sample is too small, Figure 6 indicates that finding new students and staff is important for all universities, but there are differences in the importance of fundraising and region promotion. Fig. 7 shows that in terms of gaining resources for the region, the resource of human capital and knowledge spill over is found in all network goals but there is a big difference in the contribution to regional attractive in the written goals.
Figure 6. Percentage of the alumni networks that have the following goals compared between the countries

*Note.* Sample size: 47 general alumni networks

Source: 2012 BRAND website survey.

Figure 7. Percentage of the alumni networks that have the following goals concerning regional resources compared between the countries

*Note.* Sample size: 47 general alumni networks

Source: 2012 BRAND website survey.

4. Conclusion

The analyses of the present form and function of studied alumni networks brings us to the question; do the studied alumni networks fulfil the formulated conditions?

The answer to our first question, what is the relation between brain flows and alumni, shows that there is a close relation between brain flows and alumni. We argued that alumni are more open to (re)-migration to their domestic regions or the regions of their study because of the “warm feeling” they might have about and the personal networks they share with the region. Especially non-core regions might benefit from such a bond. The second question asked for the conditions under which of alumni networks could contribute to the retention and
(re)-attraction of alumni in a particular region. We suggest, that the first condition for an alumni network to contribute is to be a social network. Fulfilling the social network function implies that the network supports the social network exchange instead of selling alumni services and even more important creates an exchanging, lively groups dynamic within the network. This groups exchange in the network should not be limited to a centralized exchange between the alumni network managers and the members, but should open the possibilities and platforms for the members to also exchange among each other. A further condition is that the alumni networks use their communication channels not only for university purposes, but also use them for the purpose of the region. And as a third condition the regional function means for the alumni network activities that these should focus e.g. on communication with alumni on regional job opportunities and on a welcoming culture for graduates who stay and alumni that (re)-migrate. This needs specific network activities that bring the region and it’s opportunities under constant attention of alumni.

On the basis of the in-depth case studies and the sample of the web-based analysed alumni networks in the studied countries and regions, we can conclude the following on the three-formulated conditions.

Condition one; are the analysed alumni networks social networks?

As mentioned above the pre-condition is that alumni networks are social networks based on social engagement that preserves the “warm feeling” that alumni have about their home or study region. A network build purely on providing services for the alumni would not fulfil such a social function. It is hard to judge from the web-based survey whether alumni networks really contribute to social engagement and maintain a “warm place” feeling. The in-depth case studies show that there are many different levels of personal engagement of alumni members in the network. The management and organizing capacity within the alumni networks, such as the number of employees and their full-time equivalence, is often low within the studied networks and the analysed alumni networks are often led by one part-time manager. This might also mean that there is limited time for the alumni network manager to coordinate and moderate the alumni network as a social network, although this gives no real indication that the members’ exchange is high or low and if the social network function is strong or weak.

Condition two; do the analysed alumni networks have the intention to use the alumni communication channels for the region?

The accomplished research shows that the alumni network goals of promoting the region or contributing to the development of the region comes in second place after the goals for the university itself. Regarding the results of the web-based survey as well as the in-depth case studies, there are just a few alumni networks, which co-operate with the region or regional partners. Mainly these networks are umbrella organisations or specific faculty alumni networks, which try to bind their best graduates to the regional labour market or to the university itself.

Condition three; do the analysed alumni networks actively pursue through activities in the network the retention or (re)-attraction of alumni?

The research shows that in so far there are activities of studied alumni networks in relation to retention and (re)-attraction, such as carrier information events, summer schools, home coming events and regional focus groups, many of the named activities are not carried out with the prime purpose of retention or (re)-attraction, but can be regarded as unintentional side effects.

The present analysed alumni networks fulfil the conditions to support retention and (re)-attraction activities only partially. As lined out, our examples show that the alumni activities are mainly social networks exchange activities. The survey did find some examples of alumni networks, which use their communication channels and communication platform for activities that go beyond the social network function and the communication about the university activities, for instance regional job-related issues and information on developments in the region. Considering retention and (re)-attraction activities, there are some examples of alumni networks, which run relevant activities. But although the potential effects of these activities on retention and (re)-attraction are unintentional and not the main goal of these activities nonetheless it means for the studied regions that there is an untapped potential of the present alumni networks to play a larger role in the retention and (re)-attraction of highly-skilled alumni. But looking at the present conditions in the studied alumni networks, they should be more professionalized in the sense of organizational structure (number of employees, board, and full-time equivalence). Furthermore, it would need closer co-operation within the university and a collaboration of alumni networks with the university career centres, press offices and career counselling. In addition, the alumni networks themselves, if they take their potential retention and (re)-migration function serious, should open up to other regional stakeholders such as companies, chambers of commerce etc. And the alumni network activities should than take up retention and re-atraction as intentional effects of their activities.
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